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Abstract
Our goal is to design software agents able to collaborate with a user on a document retrieval task. To this end, we studied a
corpus of human-human collaborative document retrieval task involving a user and an expert. Starting with a scenario built from
the analysis of this corpus, we adapt it for a human-machine collaborative task. We propose a model based on social commitments
to link the task itself (collaborative document retrieval) and the interaction with the user that our assistant agent has to manage.
Then, we specify some steps of the scenario with our model. The notion of triggers in our model implements the deliberative
process of the assistant agent.
.
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1. Introduction
Document retrieval (DR), which takes place in a closed database indexing pre-selected documents from reliable
information resources, is a complex task for non expert users. To find relevant documents, interfaces allowing for-
mulating more specific queries are hardly used because an expertise about the domain terminology is needed. It may
require an external assistance to carry out this task according to the users information need. Thus, we propose to
design software agents able to collaborate with a user on a document retrieval task.
To this end, we adopt a cognitive approach by studying a corpus of human-human (h-h) collaborative document
retrieval task in the quality-controlled health portal CISMeF (www.cismef.org)1, which involves a user and an expert.
In previous work2,3, extraction of dialogue patterns from the corpus has been done with their formalization into
dialogue games4, which can be fruitfully exploited during the dialogue management process3. This formalization
uses the notion of social commitments introduced by Singh5.
In this article, we are interested in linking the task itself (collaborative DR) and the interaction with the user that
our assistant agent has to manage. We show that the formalism3 used to model the dialogue games through social
commitments can be enhanced to describe the task. Our model makes the link between a high level structure (the
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task) and low level interaction (dialogue games). Starting with a scenario built from the analysis of the corpus of h-h
interaction, we adapt it for a human-machine (h-m) interaction. Then, we specify each step of this scenario in terms
of social commitments.
This article consists of 5 parts: Section 2 gives a short state of the art on dialogue models. Section 3 describes
the model we used to specify a collaborative task. Section 4 presents the scenario modeling the h-h collaborative
document retrieval process and a discussion on its transposition in a h-m context. In Section 5, some steps of this
scenario are detailed in terms of commitments. Finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions and future work.
2. Related work on reactive/deliberative dialogue model
To model dialogue, plan-based approaches and conventional approaches are often viewed as opposite, although
some researchers argue that they are complementary6,7,3: Communication processes are joint actions between par-
ticipants that require coordination. Nevertheless, coordination must stand on conventions reflected by interaction
patterns. Thus, dialogue can be considered as a shared and dynamic activity that requires both high-level deliberative
reasoning processes and low-level reactive responses.
Dubuisson Duplessis3 proposes to use a hybrid reactive/deliberative architecture where a theory of joint actions
can be a “semantics” to the interaction patterns described as dialogue games. These dialogue games are modeled
through the notions of social commitment and commitment store described below.
2.1. Social Commitments
Social commitments are commitments that bind a speaker to a community5. They are public (unlike mental states
such as belief, desire, intention), and are stored in a commitment store. Our formalization classically distinguishes a
propositional commitment from an action commitment.
Propositional commitment. A propositional commitment involves that an emitter (x) commits itself at the present on
a proposition towards a receiver (y). Such a commitment is written C(x, y, p, s), meaning “x is committed towards y
on the proposition p” is in state s. We only consider propositions describing present, which leads us to consider only
two states for a propositional commitment: a propositional commitment is initially inactive (Ina). After its creation,
it enters the state created (Crt). A created commitment can be canceled by its emitter. In this case it goes back in an
inactive state.
Action commitment. An action commitment involves that an emitter (x) commits itself at the present on the happening
of an action in the future, towards a receiver (y). Such a commitment is written C(x, y, α, s), meaning “x is committed
towards y on the happening of the action α” is in state s. An action commitment is initially inactive (Ina). In this
state, it can be created. The creation attempt can fail (Fal) or succeed (Crt). An action commitment in Crt state is
active. An active commitment can be violated, leading it to the Vio state. It corresponds to a situation in which the
satisfaction conditions of the content of the commitment can not be fulfilled anymore. An active commitment can be
fulfilled, leading it to the Ful state. An action commitment is satisfied if its content has been completed.
In order to simplify the writing of the commitments, as in our case the interaction is between two interlocutors, we
omit the receiver of the commitments. Consequently, a propositional commitment will be written C(x, p, s) and an
action commitment will be written C(x, α, s).
2.2. Conversational gameboard
The conversational gameboard describes the state of the dialogue between the interlocutors at a given time. The
conversational gameboard describes the public part of the dialogic context supposed strictly shared. Ti stands for
the conversational gameboard at a time i (the current time). In the framework of this article, we use a simple theory
of instants where “<” is the relationship of precedence. The occurrence of an external event increments the time
and makes the table evolve. An external event can be dialogic (e.g. an event of enunciation of a dialog act) or
extra-dialogic (e.g. an event like light_on showing the occurrence of the action of turning the light on).
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The conversational gameboard includes a commitment store, which is a partially ordered set of commitments. It
is possible to query the gameboard on the belonging (or non-belonging) of a commitment. This is formalized in
equation 1a for belonging and 1b for non-belonging (c being a commitment).
Ti  c, true if c ∈ Ti, false otherwise (1a)
Ti 2 c, equivalent to ¬(Ti  c) (1b)
2.3. Dialogue games
A dialogue game is a conventional bounded joint activity between an initiator and a partner. Rules of the dialogue
game specify the expected moves for each participant, which are supposed to play their roles by making moves
according to the current stage of the game. This activity is temporarily activated during the dialogue for a specific
goal.
A dialogue game is a couple 〈type, subject〉, where type belongs to the set of existing dialogue games and subject is
the goal of the game in the language of the subject of the game. We usually write a game under the form type(subject).
A game is defined with social commitments. It’s a quintuplet characterized for the initiator and the partner by2,3
entry conditions describing the conditions the conversational gameboard must fulfill to enter the game, termination
conditions, separated into two categories: Success conditions and failure conditions, rules expressed in terms of
dialogic commitments, specifying the expected sequencing of expected or forbidden acts, and effects specifying the
contextualized effects of dialogical actions in terms of generation of extra-dialogic commitments (i.e. related to the
task).
A sub-dialogue game is a child dialogue game played in an opened parent game. The emitter of the sub-game can
be different from the one of the parent game. Conditions for playing a sub-dialogue game can be hard to specify4.
Dialogical action commitment. A dialogical action commitment is an action commitment contextualized in a dialogue
game. It means that in a dialogue game, a participant is committed to produce dialogical actions conventionally
expected relatively to an opened dialogue game. For example, in the context of the offer dialogue game, if x plays
offer(x, α), the dialogical action commitment C(y, acceptOffer(y, α)|declineOffer(y, α), Crt) will be created, showing
that the receiver of the dialogical action can accept or decline the offer.
3. Model to specify a collaborative task
This section describes the model we use to specify the task using commitments, conversational gameboard and
dialogue games. First of all, we consider that a task can be split into subtasks that we call steps. Each step of the task
is described by a table (named step table) divided in three parts: The name of the step, the access conditions to this
step and a list of expected behaviors of each participant to the dialogue. Expected behaviors are alternatives and can
be played in any order. An expected behavior is a description of:
• A conventionally expected dialogue game, with its emitter and content (action or proposition);
• The possible outputs of this dialogue game;
• Trigger (optional) that is conditions that must be fulfilled to play the expected game.
To define the trigger ϕ that emits the predicate E, we use the notation 2a, ϕ being a formula. To express that the
conversational gameboard Ti fulfills the conditions for a trigger to emit E, we use the notation 2b.
E : Ti 7→ ϕ (2a)
Ti ` E (2b)
Prior to play an expected game, the emitter must respect the entry conditions of this game. To shorten the writing
of a step table, we do not repeat these conditions.
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The step table is a complete description of what can conventionally happen. A generic example of step table is
given in Table 1. Instances of this this model for our specific task can be found in Tables 3 and 4. It describes the
access conditions and the expected dialogue games of the step and the modifications they bring to the conversational
gameboard Ti. In our example, access conditions are that Ti contains C(z, {α, p}, s) and triggers the predicate E0
we give an example of expected behavior with DG(z, {β1, p1}) as dialogue game and Ti+1  C(z, {β1, p1}, s) as a
modification to the conversational gameboard brought by DG. For games played by a software agent, the emission of
a predicate (e.g. Ti ` E1 for the first dialogue game of our example) has to be triggered in order to play the expected
dialogue game. For games played by a human, there’s no trigger row in the table as the decision to play a dialogue
game only depends on his own cognitive process. Some expected dialogue games can be played several times, noted
with ∗. This symbol is propagated in the output to show the commitments that can be generated several times. This
is shown with the first dialogue game of our example. Sub-dialogue games (like SDG(z’, {γ, p′2}) in the Table 1) that
can be played are indicated under their parent game (played by any of the participants), headed by a “

”.
This model gives a clear definition of what is conventionally expected from each participant in one step of the
task. It is also possible to see triggers as defining the intentions of the agent. As a matter of fact, most of the agent’s
decisions are done thanks to the triggers, and the agent’s behavior can be adapted by modifying these triggers.
Table 1. Generic step table. DG is a dialogue game and SDG is a sub-dialogue game. α, βk , γ are actions, p, pk and pk’ are propositions, DA1 and
DA2 are dialogical actions and Ek are predicates. z and z’ stand for the participants to the interaction.s, s1 and s2 are states.
〈Name of the step〉
Access ∧ Ti  C(z, {α, p}, s)Ti ` E0
Expected game DG(z, {β1, p1})∗
Trigger Ti ` E1 (only if z is a software agent)
Output Ti+1  C(z, {β1, p1}, s)∗
Expected game DG(–, {β2, p2})SDG(z, {γ, p′2})
Trigger Ti ` E2 (only if z is a software agent)
Output Ti+1  C(–, {β2, p2}, Crt)Ti+1  C(z, {γ, p′2}, s)
Expected game DG(z, δ)
Trigger Ti ` E3 (only if z is a software agent)
Output ∨ DA1(z’, δ)⇒ T j  C(z’, δ, s1)DA2(z’, δ)⇒ T j  C(z’, δ, s2)
Expected behaviors
We use a specific syntax for dialogue games implying dialogical action commitments. To reduce the size of the
tables, we directly map the expected dialogical action commitments to the expected dialogical action of the dialogue
game. For example, the third part of Table 1 shows the writing for the dialogue game DG(z, δ): Playing the dialogue
game DG(z, δ) creates the dialogical action commitment C(z’, DA1(z’, δ)|DA2(z’, δ), Crt) (DA1 and DA2 being
dialogical actions), playing the dialogical action DA1(z’, δ) creates the commitment C(z’, δ, s1) and playing the
dialogical action DA2(z’, δ) creates the commitment C(z’, δ, s2).
4. Analysis of the h-h collaborative document retrieval process
4.1. Information Retrieval
This section introduces some models of information retrieval (IR) processed by an isolated person and in a collab-
orative framework. These models can be applied to DR.
IR is generally considered as a problem solving process8 implying a searcher having an identified information
need. The problem is then to fulfill this lack of information. Once the information need is specified, the searcher
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chooses a plan he will execute during the search itself. He evaluates the results found to possibly repeat the whole
process. IR is considered as an iterative process that can be split into a series of steps9,10,11: (i) information need
identification, (ii) query specification (information need formulation and expression in the search engine, etc.), (iii)
query launch, (iv) results evaluation, (v) if needed, query reformulation and repetition of the cycle until obtaining
satisfying results or abandoning the search.
The standard model is limited by two aspects. On the one hand, the information need of this process is seen as
static. On the other hand, the searcher refines repeatedly his query until finding a set of documents fitting his initial
information need. Some studies showed that, on the contrary, the information need is not static and that the goal is not
to determine a unique query returning a set of documents matching with the information need12,13. Bates proposes
the model of “berrypicking”12 which lays the emphasis on two points. The first one is that the information need of
the searcher evolves thanks to the resources found during the search. Encountered information can lead the search
in a new and unforeseen direction. The second one is that the information need is not satisfied by a unique set of
documents obtained at the end of the search, but by a selection of resources collected all along the process. To sum
up, the IR process is opportunistic and its progression influences the final result.
4.2. Study of the h-h collaborative document retrieval process
To understand the collaborative aspect of the DR process of a user assisted by a human expert, we carried out
a study on a h-h interaction. This study is based on the analysis of the corpus collected during the Cogni-CISMeF
project14,15.
4.2.1. The Cogni-CISMeF corpus
The corpus consists in assistance dialogues about the DR task between an expert and a user in a co-presence
situation. The user expresses his information need. The expert has access to the CISMeF portal and has to lead the
search cooperating with the user. The CISMeF portal has a graphical user interface and a query language enabling to
decompose a query into MeSH (“Medical Subject Headings”) lexicon elements. The CISMeF terminology contains
keywords, qualifiers (symptoms, treatments. . . ), meta-terms (medical specialties) and resources types (databases,
periodicals, images. . . ). The system also allows for extended queries, although many users are not comfortable with
them.
The experiment was carried out with 21 participants (e.g., researchers, students, secretaries of the laboratory)
submitting a query to one of the two CISMeF experts (researchers of the project who learned to use the CISMeF
terminology). The corpus includes the transcript of the 21 dialogues (12 for the first expert and 9 for the second) and
contains around 37 000 words.
Table 2 presents a translated extract of a dialogue (explained in Section 4.2.2).
A1 [. . . ] Perhaps we can try to widen the search in our case if we consider the words we used
B2 We didn’t use that much already
A3 Ummm, forget it then
B4 Why remove / we can remove “analysis”
A5 So let’s remove “analysis”
B6 And “diagnostic”
A7 Yes
[. . . ]
A8 [. . . ] I am almost tempted to put diagnostic anyway because / because we will see what it yields
B9 Yes normally it’s a diagnostic / ok / let’s try like this
A10 We will try like this otherwise we will remove extra things to have some / so I launch the search again with
the “cancerology” thematic access, the CISMeF keyword “colon” and the qualifier “diagnostic” without
specifying the type of searched resources
Table 2. Translated extract of a dialogue from the corpus (VD06). A is the expert and B the searcher.
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Figure 1. Scenario presenting the phases (squares) and the steps (ellipses) in a collaborative document retrieval task.
4.2.2. The collaborative document retrieval scenario
The analysis of the corpus enabled us to identify and characterize the different phases of the dialogues of the
Cogni-CISMeF corpus playing a role in the task progress. Five phases were distinguished:
• Verbalization: It is the establishment of the search subject between both participants. It always starts by a
request formulation from the user and can be followed by spontaneous precision. The expert can then start the
query construction if he considers that the verbalization contains enough keywords, ask precision if not or try
to reformulate the user’s verbalization;
• Query construction: It is the alignment of the terms of the user’s verbalization with the CISMeF terminology in
order to fill in the query form;
• Query launch: It is the execution of the current query by the expert. This phase is often implicit;
• Results evaluation: The expert evaluates the results of the query. If they are not satisfying, he decides to directly
repair the query. Otherwise he presents them to the user. If the latter finds them satisfying, the goal is reached
and the search is over; If he finds them partially satisfying (not adapted to his profile, or not related totally to
the information need) or not satisfying, the query must be repaired. If the results are rejected by the user, it is
also possible to abandon the search;
• Query repair: The expert and the user try to use tactics to modify the query while respecting the information
need. Three tactics were observed: Precision (to refine the query), reformulation (using synonyms for example)
and generalization (to simplify the query). However, these tactics are not mutually exclusive: It is possible to
combine precision or generalization with reformulation.
In addition to these phases, an opening and a closing phases were observed. The opening phase is optional and consists
simply in greetings (information demand about the user’s name, age. . . ). At last, the closing phase may give ideas for
a new search.
The analysis of this corpus showed that the DR task fulfilled by the participants is iterative, opportunistic, strate-
gic and interactive16,17. The iterative aspect of this process is illustrated by the systematic repetition of the pattern
launch/evaluation/repair. On top of that, we remarked that it is clearly lead by the expert.
The dialogue in Table 2 is an example of a query repair showing the iterative, opportunistic, strategic and interactive
aspects. The expert suggests to widen (generalization) the query (utterance A1). The partners elaborate jointly a plan
to modify the query. In this case, it is mainly the user who suggests the moves to carry out (utterances B4 and B6)
and the expert agrees (utterances A5 and A7). Then, the expert suggests to add (precision) the qualifier “diagnostic”
(utterance A8). The user accepts and suggests the plan execution (utterance B9). The plan execution is accepted and
done by the expert (utterance A10), who eventually launches the query.
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The scenario presented in Figure 1 synthesizes the phases (squares) split into several steps (ellipses) and the pos-
sible runs. The dashed ellipses correspond to actions that can be carried out implicitly by the participants of the
interaction.
4.3. Discussion
It is possible to take inspiration from the h-h interaction to the h-m interaction. Thus, the presented scenario in the
context of the h-h interaction (Figure 1) can be transposed to a h-m context. However, it has to be adapted in order to
fit the constrains of the h-m interaction.
The h-m interaction framework changes the collaboration situation as far as it gives to the user the ability to lead
the search and to modify the query, without requiring the system’s agreement. It is an important change which gives
to the user new privileges and more control over the interaction. It implies a restriction of the software assistant’s
permissions when compared to the human expert. As a matter of fact, the system can take initiatives to modify the
query by suggesting modifications that will be applied only if they are accepted by the user. However, this inversion of
the query modification rights allows each participant to take part in the interaction: As far as the opportunistic aspect
are concerned, the user and the system can participate to the interaction at any moment.
Despite the lack of cognitive abilities that has a human expert, the software agent has some edges that can be
beneficial for a collaborative DR task. The system can access online dictionaries of synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms
and “see also” links, allowing it to find terms related to the user’s verbalization. For the reformulation, the system can
make use of the lexical resources on the query terms18. In the context of CISMeF, Soualmia19 offers tools to correct,
precise and enrich queries. On top of that, the assistant agent can store the previous DR sessions and take advantage
of them (by linking information needs, queries and documents) to find terms related to the current search20. It also
has the ability to launch queries “in background” (i.e. without notifying the user), beforehand suggesting any query
modification or launch. It makes possible, before suggesting a modification to the user, to check if it brings interesting
results.
5. Application to the Cogni-CISMeF project
We described a h-h collaboration for DR process from which we want to draw in a h-m framework. The model
described in Section 3 can be used for a h-m collaboration. As a matter of fact, this model makes possible to express
the different characteristics of a h-m collaborative DR:
• Iterative: It is possible to give a circular sequencing to step tables using their access conditions (to represent the
launch/evaluation/repair loop, for example);
• Opportunistic: Depending on the current state of the conversational gameboard, the most relevant dialogue
games can be played;
• Interactive: Each participant can take part to the interaction at any moment;
• Strategic: It is possible to describe dialogue games combinations in order to reach given states of the conversa-
tional gameboard.
An interesting aspect of our model is that the assistant agent can behave according different cognition levels. This
can be done thanks to the triggers that capture the deliberative process of the agent. The agent’s reasoning can be very
reactive with simple rules or, on the contrary, it can entail a more high level decision process.
In this section, we describe the steps of the DR scenario (see Section 4) in terms of our model (see Section 3). Our
goal is to show the expressiveness of our model applied to a h-m collaborative DR task drawn from an h-h one. Only
some relevant step tables are presented to illustrate the interest of the model.
5.1. Verbalization precision step
This step takes place in the verbalization phase. The user has done a first verbalization of his information need but
he has to give more details about it, so he is committed to perform the action of verbalization precision (Ti  C(x,
preciseVerbalization, Crt) present in the “Access” part).
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In this situation, it is conventionally expected from the user to add verbalization expressions e to his verbalization
with an “inform” dialogue game (inform(x, verbalizationExpression(e))). This action can be repeated as often as
the user needs (expressed by the ∗ following the dialogue game). The consequences of this dialogue game on the
conversational gameboard are: (i) Every time the dialogue game is played, a new commitment on a verbalization
expression is created (Crt) and (ii) The commitment on the action of verbalization precision is fulfilled (Ful). The
∗ in the output is propagated for the creation of the commitment on a verbalization expression but not on the action
fulfillment commitment (it is performed only the first time the dialogue game is played).
It is also expected that the user tells the agent when his precision is finished. This can be performed by playing
the dialogue game inform(x, verbalizationComplete) that creates the commitment C(x, verbalizationComplete, Crt)
in the conversational gameboard. The model of this step is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Verbalization precision step, i < j.
Verbalization precision
Access Ti  C(x, preciseVerbalization, Crt)
Expected game inform(x, verbalizationExpression(e))∗
Output ∧ T j  C(x, verbalizationExpression(e), Crt)
∗
T j  C(x, preciseVerbalization, Ful)
Expected game inform(x, verbalizationComplete)
Output T j  C(x, verbalizationComplete, Crt)
5.2. Query precision step
This step takes place in the query repair phase. Query q were launched (Ti ` lastQueryLaunched(q)) and its results
evaluated by the user, who turned them down (Ti  C(x, ¬queryResultsSatisfying(q), Crt)). We place ourselves in the
context where query is too general (Ti ` queryTooGeneral(q)) and must be precised. This implies some conventionally
expected behavior from each participants: The user is expected to add keywords to the query or request a query launch.
The agent is expected to offer the user to add a keyword or to specify one, the goal being to reduce the number of
results. It can inform the user that the keyword it is offering to specify the query is actually a specification of a
keyword of the query. It can also offer the user to launch the query. All these expected behaviors are explained in the
following of this section.
The addition of keywords to the query by the user corresponds to the inform(x, queryKeyWord(kw))∗dialogue
game. The user requests to the agent to launch the query with a request(x, launchQuery(q)) dialogue game. In this
case, our collaborative agent will always accept the requests formulated by the user (that’s why we only put the
acceptRequest(y, launchQuery(q)) dialogical action commitment in the output row).
The agent offers to add keywords to the query with an offer(y, addKeyWord(kw))∗and to specify the query with
an offer(y, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw))∗. In each case, the user can accept or decline the offer. If he accepts the
offer, the conversational gameboard is updated with the commitments generated by execution of the action (keyword
addition that generates C(y, queryKeyWord(kw), Crt)∗or query specification that generates C(y, queryKeyWord(skw),
Crt)∗and C(y, queryKeyWord(kw), Ina)∗, as skw replaces kw). If the user declines the offer, the action fails (the
commitment on the action becomes Fal: C(y, addKeyWord(kw), Fal)∗or C(y, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw), Fal)∗).
In the case where the agent proposes to specify a keyword, it can play a sub-dialogue game (inform(y, isSpeci-
fication(kw, skw))) to inform the user that the new keyword is a specification of one keyword. The trigger of this
sub-dialogue game is empty, because all the conditions needed to play this dialogue game (i.e. checking that skw is
actually a specification of kw) are already reached in the parent dialogue game.
When the query has been specified enough, the agent can offer to launch it, if the user did not already decline the
offer to launch it.
For illustrative purposes, we defined arbitrarily in Equations 3 the trigger predicates used in Table 4. These def-
initions depend on the expected behavior we want our agent to adopt. Trigger 3a makes sure that the query q is the
last launched. Trigger 3b points that the query q is too general (i.e. the results are too numerous). The predicate
queryResultsNb(q) gives the number of results returned by the search engine when launching query q. Trigger 3c
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Table 4. Query precision step, i < j. x stands for the expert agent, y for the user and z either for the user or the expert agent
Query precision
Access ∧
Ti  C(x, ¬queryResultsSatisfying(q), Crt)
Ti ` lastQueryLaunched(q)
Ti ` queryTooGeneral(q)
Expected game inform(x, queryKeyWord(kw))∗
Output T j  C(x, queryKeyWord(kw), Crt)∗
Expected game request(x, launchQuery(q))
Output acceptRequest(y, launchQuery(q))⇒ T j  C(y, launchQuery(q), Crt)
Expected game offer(y, addKeyWord(kw))∗
Trigger Ti ` relevantForPrecision(kw)
Output ∨ acceptOffer(x, addKeyWord(kw))⇒ T j  C(y, queryKeyWord(kw), Crt)
∗
declineOffer(x, addKeyWord(kw))⇒ T j  C(y, addKeyWord(kw), Fal)∗
Expected game offer(y, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw))∗
Trigger Ti  C(z, queryKeyWord(kw), Crt) ∧ Ti ` specification(kw, skw)
Output ∨ acceptOffer(x, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw))⇒ ∧
T j  C(y, queryKeyWord(skw), Crt)∗
T j  C(y, queryKeyWord(kw), Ina)∗
declineOffer(x, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw))⇒ T j  C(y, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw), Fal)∗
Expected game offer(y, specifyKeyWord(kw, skw))inform(y, isSpecification(kw, skw))
Trigger ∅
Output T j  C(y, isSpecification(kw, s), Crt)
Expected game offer(y, launchQuery(q))∗
Trigger T j 2 C(y, launchQuery(q), Fal) ∧ Ti ` queryPreciseEnough(q)
Output ∨ acceptOffer(x, launchQuery(q))⇒ T j  C(y, launchQuery(q), Crt)declineOffer(x, launchQuery(q))⇒ T j  C(y, launchQuery(q), Fal)∗
means that a keyword kw, related to the verbalization of the user (relatedToVerbalization(kw)), brings precision to the
current query (currentQuery(q)). Trigger 3d gives a keyword (skw) more specific than a current one (kw). The predi-
cate isMeSHHyponym(kw, skw) gives the information that skw is an hyponym (a more specific word) of kw according
to the MeSH lexicon. Trigger 3e expresses that query q is precise enough to be proposed to the user for launch.
lastQueryLaunched(q) : Ti 7→
∃n ≤ i,∧ Tn  C(y, queryLaunched(q), Crt)Tn−1 2 C(y, queryLaunched(q), Crt)
∧@m > n,∀q’ , q,∧ Tm  C(y, queryLaunched(q’), Crt)Tm−1 2 C(y, queryLaunched(q’), Crt)
(3a)
queryTooGeneral(q) : Ti 7→ queryResultsNb(q) ≥ 75 (3b)
relevantForPrecision(kw) : Ti 7→ ∃q, currentQuery(q), queryResultsNb(q) > queryResultsNb(q + kw),relatedToVerbalization(kw) (3c)
specification(kw, skw) : Ti 7→ isMeSHHyponym(kw, skw) (3d)
queryPreciseEnough(q) : Ti 7→ ∃q, currentQuery(q), queryResultsNb(q) < 75 (3e)
6. Conclusion and future work
Our work is based on a cognitive study of a corpus of h-h collaborative DR task for the quality-controlled health
portal CISMeF. Starting with a scenario of a collaborative DR task, built from the analysis of this corpus, we adapt it
in a h-m context, where an assistant agent (software) helps a user in his task.
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In this article, we described a model to specify a collaborative task in terms of social commitments. We shown
how these social commitments link the task itself to the interaction with the user. This model has been applied to
the CISMeF portal to specify each steps of the scenario in terms of social commitments. The notion of triggers in
our model implements the deliberative process of the assistant agent. The agent’s reasoning can be very reactive with
simple rules or, on the contrary, it can entail a more high level decision process.
We currently work on these triggers to express the decision process of our assistant agent. As a matter of fact, it
concerns the reasons of the agent both to enter a step of the scenario and to choose the dialogue game to play.
The validation of our system consists in evaluating the added value brought to CISMeF. The idea is to compare the
queries made by the user with and without our assistant agent. This comparison would be made by calculating queries
precision and recall.
Finally, to prove the genericity of our approach (the scenario, the model, the dialogue games, ...), we have started
to investigate collaborative document retrieval on a transport law database (http://www.idit.asso.fr).
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